5E Lessons: You only thought you knew how to write them!
Welcome!
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Inquiry?

Investigate
Search
Observe
Ask
Think creatively
Test ideas
What is a 5E Lesson?

Engage • Explore • Explain • Elaborate • Evaluate
5 ENGAGE

- Grab their attention!
- Identify misconceptions
- Cause disequilibrium
- Pique their interest
- Get them to buy in
Experience phenomenon
Hands-on
Student designed
Teacher facilitated
Collaborative
Student explains what they observed
Teacher guides discussion
Intentional questioning
Assign vocabulary
Check for misconceptions
Real world application
Higher level questioning
Connect to previous or future learning
- Application project or presentation
- Written evaluation
- Exit ticket
- Answer a complex question
Member 1: Engage  
Member 2: Explore  
Member 3: Explain  
Member 4: Elaborate  
Member 5: Evaluate
WHAT WE LOVED 💌
BIG IDEA!

- The student discovers the phenomenon or concept on their own.
- Vocabulary is not assigned until *Explain* phase.
Each person reads the whole lesson!

Get Movin’
WHAT WE NOTICED
Does anything need changing?

15
ENGAGE
EXPLAIN
EXPLAIN
“How can I modify one of my own lessons to be truly inquiry-based?”

“Do I present new vocabulary in the Engage or Explore phase of any of my lessons? How could I avoid this?”
How will you use what you learned?
Vocabulary is not assigned until *Explain* phase.
THANKS!

What questions do you have?

You can find me at

- @ORandPhysics
- Rhianna.ORand@gcisd.net

Please complete the feedback survey on Sched!